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China and the need for clean energy
• China’s energy demand has grown by 150% over the past decade
• now the world’s largest energy user. The majority of growth has come from coal 
energy  
• estimated costs of air and water pollution in China range from 3–6% of China’s 
annual economic output
• China is actively scaling up deployment of renewable energy, now leads the world 
in installed capacity of renewable energy and in wind generation capacity
• growth in wind generation surpassed growth in coal-fired electricity for the first 
time in 2012.
• Challenge to link-up supply and demand centers
• End of 2012, about 20% of wind generation capacity not connected to the grid
• high curtailment of grid-connected wind resources (17%) as electricity could 
not be absorbed by exiting grid
From: Wyatt et al., 2014 
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China Offshore Wind Potential
• The offshore wind potential off China’s east coast 
has been estimated at 200 GW within water 
depth <25m, with an additional 300 GW available 
in water depths between 25m and 50m
• most abundant wind resource located in the 
Taiwan Strait. Offshore areas near Fujian, 
southern Zhejiang, and Guangdong are therefore 
prime locations to maximise this wind resource
• average wind speeds in Fujian are ~10m/s
• other provinces with typical average wind speeds 
of 6-8m/s, which still represents  very good wind 
resource
• wind resource therefore sufficient for significant 
offshore development, particularly in northern 
Zhejiang and Jiangsu. Jiangsu alone has an 
estimated potential near-offshore capacity of 14 
GW and at depths of 5 to 25m
From: Jiang et al., 2013 
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From: Hong and Moller, 2012
Taifun probability and investment risks
• lowest cost sites for offshore wind 
development are along the coasts of 
Jiangsu, Shanghai, Hebei, and Tanjin
• economic risk of tropical cyclones are 
fairly high in both Fujian and Guangdong.
• in the short term Shanghai is the most 
economically competitive location. 
• In the long term, Jiangsu emerges as the 
most cost competitive province for the 
large-scale development of offshore wind 
farms, due  lack of spatial constraints 
from shipping routes and marine 
conservation zones, and lower risk from 
tropical cyclones
From: Jiang et al., 2013 From: Hong and Moller (2012), Innovation Norway (2013) 
Status of China’s offshore wind plans
From: Wyatt et al., 2014 
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Intertidal, onshore with ‘wet feet’
• large majority of early projects are intertidal (Donghai Bridge, 102 
MW, 34 3MW Sinovel turbines)
• new regulations by National Energy Administration (NEA) and the 
State Oceanic Administration (SOA) outline that future offshore 
wind farms should be located no less than 10km from shore and in 
water depth no less than 10m if the width of the tidal flat is <10km.
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The Global Offshore Wind Market
China
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National offshore wind capacity 
targets to 2020
From: Wyatt et al., 2014 
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Long-term trends for offshore wind targets: The rise 
of a new market for the maritime sector
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Based on data from Zhao and 
Ren (2015), EWEA, Rodriguez et 
al. (2015) 
Offshore Wind Investments 
• EU: 68 billion € investment to install ~40 GW 
capacity (1.7 million €/MW)
• Chinese target of 30 GW: ~ 50/60 billion €/US$ 
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OWP opportunities for the maritime industry: 
More than 50% of project costs for infrastructure and installation 
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• 60 billion US$ total project costs (assuming 2 million US$/MW)
• 46% of project costs are core maritime activities
• equivalent to approximately 27 billion US$ maritime 
expenditure for Chinese offshore wind for 2020 target
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European OWP investments in next decade
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Developing the offshore wind supply chain 
From: EWEA, 2011 Dr Paul Elsner (p.elsner@bbk.ac.uk)
Installation vessels
• installation major cost factor, 
daily rate ~200 000 US$ /day 
(Vattenfall)
• supply of bespoke offshore 
wind installation vessels is 
currently only just keeping 
pace with demand in Europe
• European demand expected 
to grow
• suppliers are unlikely to free-
up their vessels for use in 
China
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Need for specialised installation solutions
• China’s soft seabed conditions are not well-suited to jack-up vessels which 
dominate the European market
• need for more challenging floating installation vessels. 
• joint venture Shanghai Zhenhua Heavy Industries (ZPMC)/ Longyuan
Power Group developed two offshore wind installation vessels tailored to 
China’s coastal and hydrological conditions (Donghai Bridge project)
• lack of skills in hammering techniques and offshore assembly  to scale up 
installation to required capacity
China’s demand for installation vessels
• China has the manufacturing capability to develop vessels for the industry, and has built 
a number of installation vessels for European customers
• Chinese companies have begun to develop vessels tailored to China’s offshore market, 
leveraging experience from the oil and gas and shipping industries
• assumption of 80 foundations/year (KPMG for Europe) and 5 GW annual capacity  
growth/year by 2020: 12-13 installation vessels for China
• six vessels available in China, and six more in production
• no consideration of repair & maintenance and additional downtime due to Chinese 
weather conditions
• 2020-2030: acceleration of global OWP market
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Cable layers
• two types: larger vessels for connecting OWP with terrestrial grid
• smaller vessels with high manoeuvrability  ability for connecting 
individual turbines of OWP
• overall ageing fleet, most orders for larger vessels, shortage 
expected for smaller vessels
• shortage of up to 15 cable layers for EU alone
• timely grid connection might be Achilles heel
• example Germany: up to two year delay connecting OWP, reduction 
of national 2020 targets from 10 GW to 6.5 GW. 
Cable key project risks and high 
potential for O&M operations 
• cable damage ~90% of the total number of insurance claims and 
~70% of the total value of insurance claims in the industry cable 
related
• most failures due to human activity (e.g. fishing lines, anchors)
• burial of the cables best protection.
From: EWEA, 2011 
Cable Layers and the Chinese market
• potentially a major bottleneck with regard to cable installation 
vessels
• so far offshore wind industry adapted vessels used in the oil 
and gas and telecommunications industries
• only two specialised vessels available in the Chinese market in 
2014 and two companies with plans to build offshore cable 
installation vessels (S.B. Submarine Systems and Zhejiang
Seahead Ship Design)
• with offshore sites moving to deeper waters further from 
shore, size of cables increasing, there                                         
will be increasing need for larger bespoke                            
cable-laying vessels
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Substructures
• China: demand for 5000 
foundations by 2020 
(assuming 6 MW turbines)
from: EWEA, 2011 
Foundation Challenges for China
• sea bed off China’s east coast usually soft and silty
• different for soil conditions in Europe, making it difficult to leverage 
EU experiences 
• Selecting appropriate foundations will therefore be crucial, 
• scope for local R&D to develop bespoke solutions for China.
From: Rodriguez et al., 2015 
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Chinese key players involved in 
foundation sector
• opportunity to leverage its experience of designing and installing offshore 
oil and gas structures to service the offshore wind industry
• for production, little requirement for specialised wind energy technical 
knowledge
• opportunities for new market entrants
Port requirements for OWP 
• quayside length over 300 m, but no 
longer than 1 km
• quay should be able to bear weights 
of approximately 15 - 20 tonnes / m2
• allow jacking up right next to the 
quayside in order to use both the 
boat’s own crane and the crane on the 
harbour
• crane or a gantry crane of 750 to  
1,000 tonnes
• no access restrictions because of tide, 
locks or water depths (>10m)
• area of storage >25 ha for installation 
harbours, >50 ha if also manufacturing 
capacities
From: EWEA, 2011 
Approaches to turbine installation
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China port infrastructure challenge
• China currently no specialized ports for offshore wind 
development, turbine transportation and installation
• thus far been conducted from re-configuring existing ports 
and coordinating activities with other port functions
• increasing need for bespoke port facilities
• several Chinese wind power enterprises                                 
now constructing/planning large ports                                             
to expand their operations
• Jiangsu identified as a prime location                                             
e.g. Sheyang Port, Yancheng (Sinovel)                                            
and Dafeng (Goldwind)
O&M/Service Vessels challenges for 
China
• Operations & Maintenance (O&M) inspecting, maintaining, and repairing the wind 
turbines.
• up to 25% of long-term project costs.
• China so far little experience of undertaking repairs offshore that are more complex than 
onshore turbines
• need to up-skill staff to be able to conduct repairs offshore
• ability needed to deal with reduced level of accessibility offshore 
Crew Transfer Vessels
• lack of expertise around transfer vessels
• currently use of traditional vessels to conduct maintenance.
• however, these vessels struggle to access turbines in difficult weather 
conditions and do not have bespoke transfer systems, which increases 
difficulty as well as health and safety risks. 
• Particular problem when  offshore wind farms are installed further from shore
• one bespoke O&M vessel will be required per 30 turbines installed in China 
(DNV-GL)
• equivalent to 200 vessels by 2020 for Chinese offshore wind markets.
Trends for OWP and implications for the maritime industry
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From: EON, 2011
From: Rodriguez et al., 2015 
Deeper, farer away – and higher costs
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Grid connection infrastructure 
• Need to design bespoke grid solution, e.g. (AC/DC), 
substations
From: Rodriguez et al., 2015Dr Paul Elsner (p.elsner@bbk.ac.uk)
Planning the future supergrids
From: Rodriguez et 
al., 2015
• military operation or exercise zones
• piloting zones
• environmental protected areas
• shipping lanes and harbor entrances
• oil & gas lease or concession areas
• minimum distance to the high voltage grid
• distance to nearest port with sufficient 
capacity 
• environmental impact
• seabed characteristics 
• vessel traffic routes, separation zones 
• fishing areas
• extraction, dredging and dumping sites
• water depth
• pipelines (oil & gas) and cables(power & 
telecom) rights of way
• shipwrecks, UneXploded Ordnance(UXO)
• no anchoring areas
Planning constraints and factors for OWP
Offshore Wind potential conflict of uses –
Example shipping
From: Samoteskul et al., 2014 
Competition for marine space example 
Belgian EEZ
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Potential stakeholder conflict
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From: Veum et al., 2012
Round 3 zone concept 
• previous piecemeal ‘project –by-project’ approach was unlikely to deliver 
the  required capacity of offshore wind in the UK quickly enough 
• nine development zones around the UK
• zone approach means that exclusive rights for the development of 
offshore wind over much larger areas of seabed were offered to 
developers
• allows individual developers to explore the potential for offshore wind 
across their zone, in a  more planned and co-ordinated way
• space for multiple offshore wind projects in individual zones 
• Nine development zones around the UK
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Need for integrated spatial planning 
Example UK
Optimised Spatial Planning using Marine Resource 
System (MaRS) GIS tool 
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Marine Data Exchange
• Operated by The Crown Estate
• free access to geotechnical, 
geophysical and environmental 
survey data gathered during the 
planning, building and operation 
of offshore renewable energy 
projects.
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• 2015 dataset – key features 
• hindcast period is 30 years  (7 
years in 2008 data)
• hub height modelled at 110m 
• increased spatial resolution 
to 4.4 km resolution 
• additional modelling using a 
1.5km model around the 
coastline (12 km in 2008)
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Need for detailed offshore wind 
resource information in China
• to date, only macro-level wind resource assessments
• lack of accurate wind resource data at site scale
• wind speed critical in determining the commercial 
viability of wind power projects.
• ccurate wind resource measurement to                  
ascertain the power output of a site is 
therefore crucial before making expensive                     
offshore investments.
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Offshore wind as emerging global market
• growth in 2020-2030: 120 GW
• assuming optimistic costs expectations of 1.5 million 
US$/MW = 180 billion US$
• 40% share for maritime operations: 72 billion US$
• advantages for existing players in the market with 
reference projects
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Challenges for 
China’s 
Offshore Wind 
Sector:
50% of them 
are maritime
From: Caron Trust, 2014 
Opportunities for the international 
maritime sector (incl. oil & gas): 
example Norway
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Offshore wind energy:
China’s second mover advantage
• opportunity to benefit from costly experiences of 
pioneering European countries.
• No need to re-inventing the wheel
• opportunity to identify potential European partner on 
project-to-project base
• large portfolio of European projects available (intertidal, 
deep water, planning approaches, grid solutions)
• China’s own OWP will establish platform of reference 
projects to enter other global markets in next decade
• Offshore wind becoming significant new global market, 
resembling development of offshore oil & gas since 1970’s
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